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A B S T R A C T   
This work investigates the back-mixing of solids in the transport zone of large-scale circulating fluidized bed 
(CFB) boilers, with the aims of identifying and evaluating the governing mechanisms and providing a mathe-
matical description based on a solid theoretical background rather than on purely empirical correlations. In 
addition, transient Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) modeling is used to identify the mechanism that drives 
migration of the solids from the dilute up-flow in the core region to the down-flow at the furnace walls. Pre-
viously published concentration and pressure profiles are collated and analyzed through modeling of the steady- 
state mass balance of the dispersed solids in the transport zone. The study shows that solids back-mixing at the 
furnace wall layers is limited (hence governed) by the core-to-wall layer mass transfer transport mechanism 
rather than by the lateral movement of solids within the core region. The latter is shown by the 3-dimensional 
(3D) mass balance model, and the transient DNS modeling indicates that this is due to a turbophoresis mecha-
nism. We also show that the use of Pe-numbers to describe the lateral solids dispersion is not straightforward but 
rather depends on the unit scale, and that Pe-numbers < 26 are needed to yield the solids back-mixing rates 
measured in large-scale CFB boilers. Finally, we propose a mathematical expression for the core-to-wall layer 
mass transfer coefficient derived from a Sherwood number (Sh)-correlation fitted to measured values of the 
characteristic decay constant that result from the solids back-mixing. This expression shows better agreement 
with the large-scale measurements than do the expressions given in the literature.   
1. Introduction 
The mitigation of anthropogenic global warming and the need for a 
reliable energy supply are key drivers of technical developments in the 
heat and power sectors. In addition, higher levels of efficiency, larger 
shares of renewables, and the implementation of carbon capture and 
storage processes are among the necessary measures for meeting the 
goals set in the Paris Agreement [1]. In this context, fluidized bed 
combustion is a widely used technology with strong fuel flexibility [2,3]. 
It has been shown to convert efficiently renewable fuels, such as biomass 
and selected waste fractions, and low-rank fuels with low calorific 
values (often coupled to having high levels of moisture and/or ash 
contents) [4]. Furthermore, several carbon capture technologies are 
strongly linked to fluidized bed units [5], either as the technologic basis 
(chemical looping, calcium looping) or as an option for compact furnace 
designs (oxyfuel) [6]. 
Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) combustion is carried out at higher 
gas velocities than are used in the traditional bubbling fluidized bed 
combustors. Thus, CFB combustors offer higher specific thermal power 
while entailing significant solids flows throughout the furnace. The 
further development of the CFB combustion technology requires 
increased knowledge of the solids mixing patterns, as these govern the 
heat transfer and, thereby, the closure of the heat balance. Unfortu-
nately, the relatively large volumes of experimental data available from 
laboratory-scale units cannot be used directly for the study of large-scale 
boilers because the solids flow patterns differ significantly between 
these two unit scales [7,8], preventing direct scale-up [9,10]. While 
considerable efforts have been made to develop models from first 
principles, CFD modeling is still not an efficient tool for describing large- 
scale CFB combustion. This is a consequence of either highly uncertain 
formulations of some terms in the momentum equation (for the Eulerian 
description of the particulate phase) or limitations linked to computing 
capacity (for the Lagrangian approach) [11]. Thus, the development of 
CFB combustion relies heavily on semi-empirical models that ensure 
closure of the mass and heat balances at the macroscopic scale with the 
support of observations derived from large-scale measurements. 
Based on measurements performed in a 12-MWth CFB boiler, 
Johnsson and Leckner [12] divided the solids flow in large-scale CFB 
furnaces into three fluid-dynamical regions: (i) the dense bottom bed 
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(with a typical bed height of only a few decimeters, although it can be 
depleted at sufficiently low riser pressure drops [13]); (ii) the splash 
zone (located immediately above the dense bed and populated mostly by 
clustered solids with strong solids back-mixing that yields an exponen-
tial decay of the solids concentration with height); and located above 
these (iii) the transport zone (mainly composed of dispersed solids and 
exhibiting also exponential decay of the solids concentration, albeit at a 
lower back-mixing rate). This division of the solids flow into three fluid- 
dynamical regions has later on been confirmed in larger CFB boilers 
[7,14,15] and is today widely accepted. Yet, the conditions in the bot-
tom bed, and thereby the splash zone, may differ between units, 
depending on furnace pressure drop, solids size distribution, operational 
condition and furnace geometry, such as if the lower part of the furnace 
has vertical or tapered walls. In addition, the bottom bed conditions in 
large boilers are difficult to determine since commercial boilers typically 
have only a few pressure taps for measurements of the pressure drop 
distribution along the furnace height. This can be seen from Fig. 1 which 
shows the vertical concentration profiles from different units in which 
the three regions can be identified, but which show differences between 
the units in the decay in solids concentration in the splash zone. The 
plotted profiles are derived from pressure measurements made at the 
furnace walls, which are typically regarded as providing a representa-
tive average solids concentration over the boiler cross-section [16–18]. 
The figure also illustrates the higher spatial resolution of the measure-
ment data obtained from the Chalmers research unit (12-MWth), as 
compared to typical datasets available from larger commercial units. 
Notation 
A Cross-sectional area [m2] 
C1 Constant [-] 
Cs Concentration of particles [kg/m3] 
Cs,max Maximum concentration of solids in the transport zone 
[kg/m3] 
Cs,min Minimum concentration of solids in the transport zone 
[kg/m3] 
dp Particle diameter [mm] 
Dg Gas dispersion [m2/s] 
Ds,lat Solids macroscopic dispersion in the lateral direction [m2/ 
s] 
F Flux of particles [kg/s] 
g Gravity constant, 9.81 [m/s2] 
Gs External circulation of solids [kg/m2s] 
h Height over distributor plate [m] 
Ht Height of boiler [m] 
k Mass transfer coefficient [m/s] 
K Decay coefficient in the transport zone [m− 1] 
Kmax Maximum decay coefficient of the transport zone [m− 1] 
Kmin Minimum decay coefficient of the transport zone [m− 1] 
Lx or Ly Dimensions of units [m] 
le Size of turbulent eddies [m] 
ΔP Differential pressure [kPa] 
r Clustering at a net volumetric rate [1/s] 
t Time [s] 
u’ or v’y Amplitude of the velocity fluctuations [m/s] 
u* Shear velocity [m/s] 
ug Fluidization velocity [m/s] 
us,Dlat Characteristic velocity for the lateral dispersion of solids 
[m/s] 
ut Terminal velocity of particles [m/s] 
U Velocity [m/s] 
Greek letters: 
∅h Hydraulic diameter, 4LxLy/(2Lx + 2Ly) [m] 
δwall Wall layer thickness [mm] 
εg Gas fraction [-] 
εs Particle fraction [-] 
μg Gas viscosity [Pas] 
νg Kinematic viscosity of gas [m2/s] 
ρg Density of gas [kg/m3] 
ρs Density of solid particles [kg/m
3] 
τ*V Dimensionless relaxation time [-] 
τ Relaxation time [s] 
Dimensionless number 
Re Reynolds particle number, Øh(ug − ut)ρgμg 
Sc Schmitt number, μgρgDs,lat 
St Stokes number 
Pe Peclet number, ugØhDs,lat 
Sh Sherwood number, kØhDs,lat  
Fig. 1. Solids concentration profile derived from pressure measurements conducted at the walls in three CFB boilers. The values from the fluid dynamically 
downscaled cold model of a > 200-MWth CFB boiler are upscaled. Single particle velocities are in the range of 2.4–3.0 m/s. Dashed lines cover measurements in the 
transport zone. 
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Shown also are the data from a cold-flow model operated according to 
scaling laws, which provides data of greater accuracy (i.e., a monotonic 
decay of solids concentration with height) than can be obtained in an 
industrial operation environment. The transport zone, which is the 
scope of the present study, extends from the end of the splash zone (at a 
height of 2–5 m) all the way up to the furnace exit (typically at a 
height > 30 m for commercial units). Thus, with the transport zone 
occupying most of the furnace (typically > 80% in large-scale units) and 
housing the major fraction of the heat-exchanging surfaces in the 
furnace, it becomes of crucial importance for the design and operation of 
large-scale CFB boilers to be able to describe the solids flow in this re-
gion. The overall characteristics of the transport zone is well established 
in units of different size where all units exhibits a core wall-layer solids 
flux with a relatively flat solids flux in the core and wall layers consisting 
of downward flowing solids which is assumed to constitute the main 
solids-backmixing in the transport zone[19–22]. 
Yet, despite the important role that solids back-mixing plays in the 
transport zone of large-scale CFB furnaces, it is poorly understood. The 
contributions of the different back-mixing paths, through the solids wall 
layers and via clustering, and how they are affected by unit size and 
shape, operational conditions and solids properties are largely un-
known. As a consequence, there are no expressions in the literature that 
describe in macroscopic terms the solids back-mixing in the transport 
zone of CFB furnaces. This represents a major limitation for semi- 
empirical models and, thereby, for the adaptation of large-scale CFB 
technologies to new designs and applications. 
The overarching aim of this work is to describe mathematically the 
solids back-mixing phenomena in the transport zone of large-scale CFB 
boilers. The specific objectives are to: (i) evaluate the contributions of 
the different solids back-mixing paths; (ii) define the governing trans-
port phenomena underlying the dominant back-mixing path; and (iii) to 
derive a mathematical expression for the solids decay coefficient based 
on a more-solid theoretical ground than that used for previous expres-
sions, so that it can be used in semi-empirical models. 
This work applies to large-scale CFB combustors, which are typically 
characterized by: a furnace aspect ratio < 10; a dense bed (in the bottom 
of the furnace) aspect ratio that is much lower than 1; solids that belong 
to Geldart group B; and an external circulation of solids, Gs, that 
is < 20 kg/m2s [14,21]. This work limits its scope to the solids flow in 
the transport zone, and thus does not include the bottom dense bed, 
splash zone or the exit zone. 
2. Theory 
The transport zone of large-scale CFB boilers exhibits decreases in 
the solids concentrations of roughly one order of magnitude (from 
around 10 kg/m3 (εs < 0.01) to a value in the order of 1 kg/m3 at the 
furnace top (i.e., εs < 0.001)). As mentioned above, the transport zone 
exhibits a relatively flat profile of the solids flux (kg/m2s) across the 
horizontal direction, with the solids concentration decreasing moder-
ately towards the wall layers. These features differ from those seen in 
narrow CFB units, e.g., FCC risers, which show much higher solids 
concentrations (εs > 0.05) [23], parabolic horizontal profiles of the 
solids flux [24,25] and, in some cases, the establishment of a solids flux 
with no net back-mixing, above a so-called ‘transport disengagement 
height’ [26]. To the best of the knowledge of the authors, such a ter-
minal solids flow has not been observed in any of the solids concentra-
tion profiles derived from large-scale CFB boilers reported in the 
literature. Therefore, caution must be exerted when using the data from 
studies of narrow units for the analysis of large-scale CFB furnaces. 
Further, measurements in narrow CFB risers [27,28] show a clear par-
ticle size segregation effect along the height which is enhanced by wider 
size distribution of the solids inventory, while measurements in large- 
scale furnaces involve strongly poly-dispersed solids but are less 
conclusive in terms of solids size segregation along the transport zone 
[29]. Yet, the solids size segregation over the circulating loop is 
observed to decrease with an increase in gas velocity [12,29]. 
The solids flow in the transport zone of a large-scale CFB furnace 
follows a core/annulus flow structure [12,21,30], with a predominant 
upflow of dispersed solids in the core and a strong solids downflow at the 
furnace walls (the so-called ‘wall layer’). The transfer of solids from the 
core region to the wall layer represents one back-mixing path for the 
solids. The fact that this transfer occurs from a low solids concentration 
(core) towards a denser one (wall layer) is studied in this work applying 
the hypothesis of a turbophoresis process. The boundary between the 
core region and the wall layers can be defined as the location at which 
the time-averaged solids flux in the vertical direction changes from an 
upward to a downward flux (the solids velocity can be used instead of 
the flux, yielding a slightly different point in space at which the average 
velocity changes direction [31]). As the core region feeds the downflow 
in the wall layer with solids, the thickness of the solids wall layer in-
creases in the downward direction[21]. Measurements conducted in 
several commercial-scale CFB boilers [19,21,32] have shown a thicker 
wall layer in larger units. In summary, the core region occupies between 
100% and 87% of the furnace cross-sectional area [14]. Given this fact 
and the uncertainty related to estimating the wall layer thickness, a 
widely applied simplification when studying the core region of large- 
scale CFB furnaces, used also in this work, is to assume that the cross- 
sectional dimensions of the core region are the same of those of the 
furnace. 
As mentioned above, the upflow of dispersed solids in the core ex-
hibits a relatively (though not perfectly) flat solids flux profile 
[19,21,24], although occasional downflow of solids has been observed 
also in this region [20,33]. Thus, the latter represents one potential 
pathway for back-mixing, and it can be explained by the clustering of the 
solids. However, it must be noted that once a cluster forms it will, 
providing it is large enough, descend due to the higher terminal velocity 
and after some distance it may break-up into dispersed particles which 
then start flowing upwards again by means of the drag from the upward 
flowing gas. 
Fig. 2 schematizes the two possible paths for solids back-mixing cited 
above. The back-mixing through solids transfer to the wall layer (Path A) 
consists of two sequential transport mechanisms. Particles in the core 
region will eventually end up in proximity to the wall layer as a 
consequence of their lateral dispersive mixing, characterized by Ds,lat 
(A.1) and driven by the large and vigorous fluctuating gas flow struc-
tures originating from the bottom bed dynamics, as discussed more in 
Fig. 2. Schematic of the solids back-mixing paths in the transport zone of a 
large-scale CFB furnace, showing implicated mechanisms (Path A, Path B) and 
governing parameters thereof. 
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detail in Section 2.1. Then, there is net transfer of these solids to the wall 
layers, which can be expressed by a net mass transfer rate k (A.2), after 
which the particles are back-mixed to the dense bed. Solids in the 
transport zone can also back-mix internally within the core region (Path 
B) by clustering at a net volumetric rate r, which results in clustered 
solids that fall downwards in the core region. The reason why clustering 
is required for back-mixing in the core region is that the superficial 
velocity in the transport zone typically exceeds the terminal velocity of 
all the solids (under typical full-load operating conditions). 
Based on the scheme depicted in Fig. 2, the mass balance over the 
disperse solids in an arbitrary finite volume of the core region can be 
expressed. The difference in the upwards flow of disperse solids through 
the bottom and top of the volume is given by the total solids back- 
mixing, which consists of the sum of the particles transported from the 
core to the wall layer and the particles clustering in the core. Expressing 
this mass balance for the dispersed solids over a differential horizontal 
slice with height dh yields the following expression: 
Fin − Fout = dFcore→layer + dFclustering (1) 
The disperse particles in the core region are assumed to flow ac-
cording to their single-particle terminal velocity, i.e., the single-particle 
velocity is assumed to be ug-ut, an assumption that is supported by the 
measurements of Zhang et al. [20] (ug is the superficial velocity based on 
the entire furnace cross-section, i.e., neglecting the wall layer thickness). 
The vertical dispersion of solids is neglected so as to simplify the anal-
ysis, which should be a reasonable assumption considering that the 
vertical single-particle velocity (typically > 2 m/s) is much higher than 
the effective dispersive velocity in the vertical direction (~0.1 m/s, as 
obtained from axial dispersion coefficients in the order of 1 m2/s [34] 
and furnace heights > 10 m). The characteristic velocity for the lateral 
dispersion of solids within the core region can be expressed through the 




















where 4A/Øh corresponds to the perimeter of the horizontal slice (in 
Fig. 2). Note that the net core-to-wall layer mass transfer coefficient, k, is 
the net product of combining the transfer coefficient from the core to the 
wall layer and vice versa. Local solids flux measurements in CFB boilers 
[32] indicate that the core-to-wall layer transfer is much higher. Thus, 
the wall layer-to-core mass transfer is hereinafter neglected. 
The analytical solution for the solids concentration in Eq. (3) is: 
C(h) = c1e− Kh (4) 













This yields an exponential decay of the solids concentration with 
height, which is in agreement with observations made for all large-scale 
CFB furnaces reported in the literature and gathered in the present work 
(see Table 1). Equation (5) gives that the decay coefficient K depends on 
the furnace cross-sectional size and shape, the gas velocity, the solids 
properties, and the velocities/rates of the different mechanisms (k, Ds,Lat 
and r), as illustrated in Fig. 2. The decay coefficient K has been the 
subject of several studies, ranging from its experimental evaluation to 
the formulation of empirical correlations. Regarding the latter, Johnsson 
and Leckner (have proposed the following expression based on mea-
surements from the 12-MWth Chalmers boiler (covering the region ug- 
ut ≤ 3) and three larger units (covering the region ug-ut ≥ 4.5 and 





By accounting for experimental data from additional CFB boilers, 
Johansson et al. [7] have proposed an expression based exclusively on 





Note that the furnace height in large-scale CFB boilers correlates 
closely with the furnace cross-section. This means that the empirical 
correlation given by Eq. (7) could indirectly express a dependency on 
the cross-sectional dimensions of the furnace. 
The mechanisms in the freeboard that affect the concentration of 
solids in the furnace, as illustrated in Fig. 2, are further expanded upon 
in the following sections on lateral solids mixing and solids transfer to 
the wall layer. 
It should be noted that solids backmixing also occurs at the furnace 
exit, where not all of the solids reaching the exit region are dragged by 
the gas out of the furnace and into the cyclone for external circulation, 
but a significant share (up to 80% in recent investigations in a cold flow 
model [13]) of the solids are internally back-mixed through the furnace 
wall layer. 
2.1. Lateral solids mixing 
The lateral mixing of solids is a major component of the flow pattern 
of the solids in the transport zone of large-scale CFB boilers [see Eq. (5)] 
and it also plays a central role in combustion and heat transport pro-
cesses. Despite this, knowledge of this phenomenon remains very 
limited due to both the complexity of the experimental evaluation and 
the uncertainty related to CFD modeling results. The lateral mixing of 
solids is typically studied in terms of a dispersion coefficient, Ds,lat, 
corresponding to the A.1 mechanism depicted in Fig. 2 and describing 
the net dispersion of the particulate phase against the gas phase. The 
solids dispersion in the core region gas-solids flows is a consequence of 
both micro-scale transport (due to the fluctuations that result from the 
interactions between the gas and particles) and macro-scale motion 
[35,36]. Experimental work carried out in a 0.2 m-internal diameter (i. 
d.) CFB unit [37] revealed the solid dispersion coefficient to be of the 
same order of magnitude as that of the gas, although the solids mixing 
clearly varied with the solids concentration as a result of the particle 
interactions. Based on this limited evidence, the lateral solids dispersion 
coefficient in large-scale CFB boilers is often assumed to be equal to that 
estimated for the gas. 
Bi et al. reviewed the CFB gas mixing literature and found that the 
lateral dispersion strongly increased with unit diameter, and they 
confirmed the above-mentioned lack of data for cross-sectional sizes 
larger than those employed for FCC reactors, i.e., reactors with di-
ameters of a few decimeters [38]. Werther et al. [39] derived gas lateral 
dispersion coefficients from experiments carried out in a 0.4 m-i.d. riser 
operated with Geldart B solids under ambient conditions, and noted a 
strong dependency on the gas velocity. The experimental works of 
Sternéus et al. [24,35] have reported values for the lateral gas dispersion 
measured in units with direct relevance for commercial-scale CFB 
combustors. Importantly, the works of Sternéus et al. [24,36] have 
demonstrated that lateral gas mixing is strongly dependent upon unit 
size, i.e., higher values should be expected in utility-scale boilers than in 
the Chalmers 12-MWth CFB boiler (Øh = 1.5 m). Sternéus et al. have 
evaluated the lateral gas dispersion coefficient in the Chalmers 12-MWth 
CFB boiler (~10-2m2/s) and in a cold-flow model operated with non- 
scaled solids (~5∙10-3m2/s) [24]. Scaled solids were used in a later 
work using a cold-flow model of the Chalmers 12-MWth CFB boiler [35], 
which yielded values of around 5∙10-4m2/s (these scale up nicely to the 
values of around 10-2 m2/s found in the boiler). This revealed that the 
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presence of solids increased the lateral gas dispersion somewhat while 
still keeping it within the same order of magnitude as for single-phase 
flow. This was in line with previous findings [24,39] showing that the 
values for the lateral gas dispersion coefficient measured under CFB 
conditions were in reasonable agreement with those estimated using the 






Dispersion coefficients for both the gas and solids are a basic pre-
requisite for the modeling of large-scale CFB boilers using a semi- 
empirical approach (i.e., solving the balances for mass and heat but 
not that for momentum). Based on the experiments conducted by Kruse 
et al. [40] in a 0.4 m-i.d. riser, Lücke [41] used Pe = 387 in his modeling 
but noted that this underestimated the lateral gas dispersion when 
simulating the Chalmers 12-MWth CFB boiler, instead discovering that to 
generate model results that were in good agreement with the measure-
ments the Pe-number had to be decreased to 150. Wischnewski [42] also 
found that this decreased Pe-number yielded modeled data that were in 
better agreement with the measurements made in the furnace of the 
Duisburg 252-MWth CFB boiler [42]. The possibility to satisfactorily 
describe dispersion in boilers of different sizes with one Pe-number 
suggests a linear, or close to linear, relation between the dispersion 
coefficient and the unit size. Macroscopic-scale motion, which is cited as 
the dominant mechanism for lateral dispersion in large-scale CFB boilers 
[43], has been proposed to be governed by large gas pockets that orig-
inate from bottom bed dynamics as the air bubbles/jets reach the dense 
bed “surface” and develop throughout the freeboard. These gas pockets/ 
eddies were initially observed in small bubbling fluidized beds [44,45], 
and thereafter in narrow CFBs [46]. Subsequently, their presence was 
noted in commercial CFB boilers [43]. 
Based on this, Palchonok et al. [47] have presented expressions to 
estimate the macroscopic solids dispersion by means of turbulence 
theory, i.e. by relating the solids dispersion to the turbulent properties of 
the gas flow. According to this, the macroscopic solids dispersion in the 
lateral direction is proportional to the large-scale fluctuations of the gas 





√ (9)  
u’∝(gUle)1/3 (10) 
Macroscopic gas flow structures (identified by a differing chemical 
composition and coupled to fluctuations in the pressure signal) were 
observed in the Chalmers boiler which has a much larger size than those 
in smaller units [43]. Further, measurements with an impact pressure 
probe in the Chalmers 12 MW CFB boiler and in the larger Turow 
235 MW CFB boiler show stronger fluctuations in the larger unit at a 
given height [20,22], which the authors of this work assume to relate to 
the eddy size. Based on this, the eddy size is in this work assumed to 
correlate linearly with the size of the unit: 
le∝Øh (11) 





Note that the dependency of the macroscopic lateral solids dispersion 
on the fluidization velocity expressed by Eq. (12) differs from the linear 
dependency expressed through the use of a constant Pe-number in Eq. 
(8), which was validated in narrow CFB risers [37]. This difference has 
been explained previously [47] as reflecting the fact that different 
mechanisms are at play on different length scales. Note that neither the 
use of Pe-numbers nor the turbulence-based expression in Eq. (12) 
include any influence of the solids size on the dispersion. 
2.2. Solids transfer to the wall layers 
The transfer of disperse solids from the core region areas in the vi-
cinity of the wall layer to the wall layer itself (mechanism A.2 in Fig. 2) 
has not been studied in detail in the literature. There are, however, re-
ports from studies that have estimated the net transfer coefficient, k, and 
proposed expressions for the net transfer coefficient. Similarly, the 
literature on lateral solids mixing is more abundant and mature for 
narrow CFB risers than it is for large-scale CFB furnaces. As core-to-wall 
layer solids transfer takes place against the solids concentration 
gradient, Brownian diffusion or stochastic dispersion is not a suitable 
description of this transport mechanism. Below, we briefly present two 
descriptions of the core-to-wall layer transfer in terms of turbophoresis 
and the Sh-number, and show that they are equivalent. 
Turbophoresis is the phenomenon whereby particles migrate in the 
direction of decreasing turbulence level. This phenomenon has been 
found responsible for the deposition of solid particles towards the walls 
in turbulent channel flow [48–50] and is also observed for high-inertia 
particles representative of CFB solids [51,52]. From the turbophoretic 
theory, the deposition velocity (analogous to the core-to-wall layer 











2is the fluctuation of the particle velocity in the direction of 
the turbophoretic flow [48]. Since the spatial gradient of the variance of 
the solids velocity is difficult to measure, it has been studied instead by 
means of CFD modeling [53]. Meantime, experimental investigations 
with multiphase flows (aerosol droplets) are relatively abundant and 
have matured into the following expressions for the turbophoretic 
deposition velocity, for particles in the transitory region between the 
diffusional and inertial regimes [Eq. (14)], on the one hand, and the 
inertial regime [Eq. (15)] on the other hand [54]: 
k = 0.02Sc− 2/3p Re
− 1/8ug for 0.3 < τ*V < 20 (14)  
k = min
[
6 × 10− 5τ*2V , 0.01
]
ug for τ*V > 20 (15)  
where the dimensionless relaxation time is expressed as: τ*V =
τ(u*)2
νg =
0.01τu2g /νg [54] with the shear velocity, u*, assumed to be 10% of the 
mean flow velocity. Included here are the relaxation time, τ, the gas 
velocity ug and the kinematic viscosity of the gas νg. 
These expressions derived from studies of turbophoresis with aero-
sols show strong similarities to the expressions derived from experi-
mental work carried out in fluidized bed units to determine the core-to- 
layer mass transfer coefficient in narrow, fast fluidized risers. For the 
latter, assuming turbulent flow and using experimental data on the 










Based on this, Davidson [30] proposed a simplified expression that 






Note the strong similarity between Eq. (17), which was derived 
experimentally in narrow CFB risers, and Eq. (15) for the upper limit of 
the deposition coefficient of inertial particles, which was derived from 
turbophoretic investigations. 
An alternative way to generalize the information about mass transfer 
through boundaries is by means of Sherwood number (Sh) correlations. 
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The Linton-Sherwood correlation for mass transfer in dilute flows [56] 
(derived from the Dittus-Boelter Nu-correlation for internal turbulent 




= 0.023Re0.83Sc0.33 (18) 
Applying Re = Øh(ug − ut )ρgμg and Sc =
μg
ρgDs,lat 
to Eq. (18) yields the 












− 0.17 (19) 
These dependencies for k obtained from Sh-correlations bear a strong 
similarity to those derived from turbophoretic investigations with liquid 








)0.875Ds,lat0.667Øh − 0.125 (20) 
In summary, turbophoresis represents a valid explanation for the 
transfer of solids from the dilute core region to the denser wall layer. 
Expressions derived from experiments with aerosols (which, as 
mentioned above, have served as the main source for the study of tur-
bophoresis) show strong similarities to the empirical expressions 
derived from CFB data and to the Sh-number expressions for mass 
transfer in internal turbulent flows. 
Overall, the back-mixing consists of two pathways (depicted in 
Fig. 2), namely: 
A) Back-mixing through the wall layers. This can be divided into 
two sequential mechanisms. 
A.1 – Lateral dispersion of particles in the core region occurring 
according to a lateral dispersion coefficient, Ds,lat. To date, there have 
been no experimental reports on this parameter with relevance for large- 
scale CFB boilers. Modeling of such units in the literature has involved 
estimations of the lateral dispersion of solids through Pe-numbers, while 
an expression for the dispersion coefficient based on turbulence theory 
has been proposed. 
A.2 – Core-to-wall layer transfer of solids occurring according to a 
net mass transfer rate, k. The solids mass transport between the core and 
wall layer is assumed to follow the same parameter dependencies as 
those seen in expressions for the deposition velocity of multiphase flows 
(e.g., aerosol droplets) and in Sh-expressions for internal single-phase 
flow, which are shown to be very similar. 
B) Back-mixing through the core region. Particles in the upwards 
solids flow in the core region may cluster at a volumetric rate, r, and 
undergo back-mixing (falling downwards) in the core region itself. 
Although the clustering of solids in the core region of large-scale CFB 
furnaces has been confirmed experimentally, the extent of such clus-
tering has not been quantified and, thus, its relevance in comparison to 
the back-mixing in the wall layers remains unclear. 
3. Methods 
This work combines the analysis of experimental data and the use of 
two different models: one 3-dimensional (3D) finite element for the 
closure of the mass balance of dispersed solids over the transport zone; 
and one 3D direct number simulation for the detailed fluid dynamics of 
the gas particles. Below, the procedure for evaluating the experimental 
data reported in the literature is presented, together with the governing 
expressions for the two types of models employed. 
3.1. Experimental data 
The experimental data are gathered from large-scale CFB boilers 
described in the literature in the form of vertical profiles of either the 
pressure or solids concentrations. Neglecting acceleration effects, pres-















Evaluating the decay coefficient in the transport zone from the ver-
tical profile of the solids concentration often entails the difficulty of 
selecting which data-points are included in the calculation. Commercial 
CFB boilers often have a limited number of pressure taps available (and, 
thereby, a limited number of solids concentration data-points) (for an 
example, see the red cross markers in Fig. 3). The evaluation of the decay 
coefficient in the transport zone (i.e., the spatial gradient of the data- 
points at greater heights in Fig. 3) increases its robustness as the num-
ber of data points is increased, while the inclusion of each data-point at a 
lower height increases the risk of distorting the evaluation as the effect 
of the splash zone starts to weigh in gradually. Thus, the value of the 
decay coefficient in the transport zone, K, is calculated as the average of 
the values for K obtained from different sets of experimental data-points 
considered to be in the transport zone. In this way, the values of K are 
based on evaluating the vertical profiles of the solids concentration or 
pressure reported in the literature, and the values presented here do not 
necessarily agree with what the authors of the original work would have 
obtained. Considering the uncertainty linked to the evaluation, the 
values of K (and the parameters derived therefrom) are, in this work, 
plotted with an error bar that extends from Kmin to Kmax. Obviously, the 
uncertainty related to the evaluation of K decreases with the spatial 
resolution of the pressure profiles and the accuracy of the pressure 
transducers are improved. Table 1 shows the values for the decay co-
efficient in the transport zone derived from data in the literature. 
Note that the literature data used contain variations in several pa-
rameters that are not considered in the present analysis and that directly 
or indirectly influence the results, i.e., secondary air configuration and 
share, particle size distribution, presence of internal heat extracting 
devices, riser pressure drop, temperature, fuel type, etc. 
3.2. Modeling of the mass balance over dispersed solids in the core region 
To study the solids back-mixing path through the wall layers (Path A 
in Fig. 2) and, more specifically, compare the two constituent transport 
mechanisms (the lateral solids mixing, A.1, and the core-to-wall layer 
transfer, A.2), a steady-state 3D closure of the mass balance over the 
disperse solids in the core region of a parameterized CFB furnace is 
implemented. In the closure of such a mass balance, the different ex-
pressions for the lateral solids mixing presented in the theory Section 
0 can be used and, depending on the resulting solids concentration 
fields, validated or discarded for the description of large-scale CFB 
furnaces. 
The mass balance is closed using the finite element method and 
applying the convection–diffusion equation. The flow of disperse solids 
in the core consists of an upwards convective component (uz = ug-ut) and 
lateral dispersion Dx =Dy =Ds,lat (diffusion in the axial direction is 
neglected, Dz = 0). In the core region, the lateral mixing is assumed to 
follow a dispersive pattern owing to stochastic fluctuations that origi-






− ∇⋅uCs (22) 
In the domain defined (representing the core region of the transport 
zone), the boundary conditions used are a given inlet concentration at 
the bottom of the domain, and a zero-concentration gradient at the top 
boundary. For the cells in the side boundaries (i.e., those representing 
the interface between the modeled core region and the wall layer), an 
outwards solids flux governed by the net mass transfer coefficient, k (i. 
e., expressed as the outwards velocity) is applied. 
The resulting 3D solids concentration field can be averaged in the 
horizontal directions, yielding vertical profiles of the solids 
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concentration that exhibit an exponential fall-off with height in the 
furnace, from which the exponential decay coefficient K of the case 
simulated can be evaluated. This allows the study of how different 
combinations of the lateral solids dispersion, Ds,lat, and the core-to-layer 
mass transfer coefficient, k, generate different vertical decay constants 
for the solids back-mixing, K, and cross-sectional distributions of the 
solids concentration field. 
3.3. Time-resolved modeling of the particle flow 
To depict the detailed characteristics of the particle flow and test the 
hypothesis that turbophoresis is the mechanism governing the core-to- 
wall layer flow, we employ Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) 
modeling. In this coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian approach, individual 
particles are tracked in a 3D turbulent channel. The carrier phase 
equations are the standard Navier-Stokes equations, including a forcing 
term that represents the particle feedback to the carrier phase. On the 
one hand, DNS has the advantage that it solves the flow equations 
without the approximation required in standard CFD simulations, where 
the turbulence models include approximations. On the other hand, this 
numerical framework comes with a substantial computational cost, and 
is limited to shorter dimensions of the computational domain and 
maximum simulation time following the evolution of the particle con-
centration in time, rather than along a spatial coordinate. Nonetheless, 
DNS allows us to perform detailed numerical simulations that solve 
down to the smallest flow scales driving the particle transport from the 
core to the wall layer, identifying all the physical quantities involved in 
this process. 
The DNS results have been obtained with the pseudo-spectral 
Navier–Stokes solver SIMSON [64]. The streamwise and spanwise di-
rections are discretized with Fourier series, while the wall-normal di-
rection employs Chebyshev polynomials. Time integration is performed 
via a low-storage, three-stage, mixed Runge–Kutta/Crank–Nicolson 
scheme. 
The flow transports particles that are evolved in a Lagrangian 
formulation inside the code. The forces acting on each particle are the 
non-linear drag [65] and gravity [66]. Particle feedback to the air is 
modeled via a particle-in-cell approach [67], while interparticle colli-
sions are neglected, since we consider the upper diluted region of a 
fluidized bed. The temporal discretization of the particle dynamics is 
achieved using a second-order Adams–Bashforth method [68,69]. For 
the gas phase, the wall boundary is defined by no flux in the normal 
direction and no slip in the vertical direction, the opposite side applying 
a symmetric boundary (no flux in the normal direction), and the bottom 
and top having coupled flow boundaries, in order to respect the mass 
balance closure. 
The model assumes that the particles are rigid spheres with a 
diameter of 0.33 mm and density of 2,600 kg/m3, and that the gas is air 
at hot condition of 800 ◦C. A gas flow, corresponding to a superficial 
velocity of 5.8 m/s, is set as the initial condition for the gas phase. 
Fig. 3. Experimental solids concentration as obtained from pressure drop measurements in a 250-MWe CFB unit [58] (red cross markers). The straight lines 
correspond to different fits to the solids concentration profiles, which yield the range of possible K-values shown in the plot. 
Table 1 
Decay coefficients in the transport zone derived from the literature [12,13,19,58-63], together with their plotting markers. The numbers indicated in red are 
approximated values.  
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Regarding the solids, a total of 1.536 × 108 particles is considered, 
yielding an average particle concentration of 2 kg/m3, i.e., εs = 0.0008. 
The domain has cross-sectional dimensions of 1.442 × 1.132 m2 and a 
height of 2.265 m. Together with the connected bottom and top 
boundaries, this domain is assumed to represent the transport zone. The 
number of grid-points used in the simulations is around 150 million. The 
simulation data for a given time, t, is calculated as an average over 0.5 s, 
i.e., from t − 0.25 s to t + 0.25 s, and the total time simulated is 8 s. 
4. Results and discussion 
Fig. 4 shows the values of the decay coefficient K in the transport 
zone as obtained in the present work by evaluating the literature data 
from the large-scale CFB boilers listed in Table 1. Fig. 4 presents the K 
data as a function of the single-particle velocity, ug-ut and it is clear that 
most of the values lie within the interval of 0.02–0.2 m− 1. In line with 
what is reported in Section 3.1, there are significant uncertainties in 
determining K and no clear relationship to the single-particle velocity or 
the unit size is observed, with the exception of the Chalmers unit, which 
is by far the smallest unit and yields higher decay coefficients which is 
shown below to be due to the much higher perimeter-to-area ratio (in 
Eq. (23)). 
In order to correlate the contributions of each of the two back-mixing 
paths (see Fig. 2) to the observed decay in solids concentration, the 















+ r (23) 
Based on this, Fig. 5 plots the furnace data in Fig. 4 according to Eq. 
(23), with 4/Øh as the abscissa. The data in Fig. 5 clearly tend towards 
the point of origin (see the magnified region), indicating a weak 
contribution of the solids back-mixing in the core region due to cluster 
formation [the second right-hand term in Eq. (23), marked as B in 
Fig. 2], as compared to solids back-mixing in the furnace wall layers [the 
first right-hand term in Eq. (23), marked as A in Fig. 2]. 
As a consequence, the expression for the decay coefficient can now 











4.1. Mass balance over dispersed solids in the core region 
With the core-to-wall layer back-mixing path identified as the 
dominant pathway, we proceeded to investigate the interplay between 
the two constitutive transport mechanisms [the lateral solids dispersion 
within the core region; and the core-to-wall layer solids transfer (see 
Fig. 2)] by means of the closure of the mass balance presented in Section 
3.2. 
Initially, to study the validity of different expressions for the lateral 
solids dispersion given in the literature and presented in the Section 0, 
the mass balance is solved with very high (in the order of 1010 m/s) 
values for the mass transport coefficient, k. In this way, if the resulting 
decay coefficient is lower than the experimentally derived one, the 
lateral dispersion values used can be discarded, as they are shown to be 
too low to supply the wall layer with a sufficiently high flow of solids. In 
Fig. 6, for each plot, the region under the diagonal indicates that the 
lateral solids dispersion used is unable to mirror the experimental data, 
despite the infinite core-to-wall layer mass transport applied, i.e., the 
expression cannot provide valid descriptions of the large-scale CFB 
boiler data. 
Fig. 6a evaluates the solids dispersion obtained for Pe = 150, i.e., the 
expression used to model the Chalmers boiler [41] and the Duis-
burg 252-MWth CFB boiler [42]. As shown in Fig. 6a, the data-points 
corresponding to the Chalmers boiler fall within the validity region, 
although it is also evident that using Pe = 150 prevents the correct 
prediction of the vertical decay in solids concentration for the remainder 
of the boilers in the literature. Furthermore, Fig. 6b show the results 
from investigating the lowest lower Pe-number that leads to valid values 
for the lateral dispersion of solids in all the cases studied, The lowest 
value is Pe = 26. Note that this value is below the lower limit in the 
interval (250–1,000) that is typically used for single-phase flow and that 
was earlier proposed in the literature for narrow CFB risers. 
In summary, the Pe-number needed in order to attain the level of 
solids backmixing measured in all of the large-scale CFB furnaces 
studied (Pe = 26) is much lower than value ranges reported in the CFB 
literature (Pe = 150–1000, see Section 2.1), i.e. showing the higher 
lateral dispersion Ds,lat in CFB furnaces. This is in line with the fact that 
flat lateral profiles of the solids flux and concentration are a general 
observation in large CFB boilers [19,21,24,60]. This fact indicates that 
the lateral dispersion of solids (transport mechanism A.1 in Fig. 2) is 
faster than the transfer through the boundary between the core and wall 
layer regions (transport mechanism A.2 in Fig. 2). These two mecha-
nisms can be quantitatively compared through an equivalent solids 
dispersion velocity (derived from the Einstein equation as udisp =
2Ds,lat
(L=)Øh/2) and the core-to-wall layer mass transfer coefficient, both having 
Fig. 4. Decay coefficients in the transport zones of large-scale CFB boilers. Calculated from the literature data (see Table 1).  
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Fig. 5. The solids back-mixing rate (decay of particles, K(ug-ut) as a function of the inverse unit size for different large-scale combustors.  
Fig. 6. Modelled decay coefficient values with quasi-infinite (1010 m/s) core-to-wall layer mass transfer, as compared to the decay coefficients based on mea-
surements, for the indicated boilers. Solids lateral dispersion is estimated for: a) Pe = 150 [41]; b) Pe = 26 (lowest Pe-number able to provide the solids back-mixing 
required in all furnaces analyzed). 
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units [m/s]. A relatively flat horizontal solids profile in the core region 





Values for k can be derived from measurements in large-scale CFB 
furnaces showing flat lateral solids profiles in the core region according 





Eq. (26) yields the data plotted in Fig. 7, where the core-to-wall layer 
mass transfer coefficient, k, approximately lies within the range 
0.05–1 m/s. Setting these values in relation to Eq. (25) implies that the 
lateral solids dispersion in large-scale CFB furnaces needs to be driven by 
coefficients Ds,lat significantly>0.05–2.7 m2/s. This is in line with the 
above discussion in connection to Fig. 6. In summary, analysis of mea-
surements in large-scale CFB boilers indicate that the lateral solids 
dispersion coefficient is much larger than the measured values for the 
lateral gas dispersion [24]. 
Further, Fig. 7 shows an approximately linear relationship between 
the mass transfer coefficient and the single-particle velocity (note the 
solids size is implicit in the latter through terminal velocity), together 
with a dependency on unit size (with smaller units tending to yield lower 
values). Note, however, the high level of uncertainty (large error bars) 
associated with many of the data-points, which is related to the low 
resolution of the pressure vertical profiles for most large-scale units 
described in the literature (see Section 3.1). 
The calculated values for the core-to-wall layer transfer coefficients 
[Eq. (26)] derived from the decay coefficients in the large-scale CFB 
furnaces reported in the literature (cf. Table 1) are in the range of 
0.01–1.0 m/s (Fig. 7). If restricting to those decay coefficients obtained 
under typical operating conditions, the mass transfer coefficients are in 
the range of 0.2–0.8 m/s, which are comparable to the values around 
0.05 m/s reported in the literature for narrow CFB units [30]. Thus, 
expressions or values derived from smaller narrow CFB reactors typi-
cally render a serious underestimation of the core-to-wall layer solids 
transfer coefficients and cannot be used directly for quantitative de-
scriptions of large-scale CFB furnaces [60]. 
4.2. Resolved modeling of the particle flow 
Once the core-to-wall layer solids transfer was identified as gov-
erning the solids back-mixing in the transport zone of large-scale CFB 
furnaces, DNS modeling was employed to gain insights into the local 
characteristics of the particle flow and to evaluate the validity of 
turbophoresis as the mechanism underlying this solids transfer. The 
transient DNS simulation yields the formation and growth of a down-
flowing wall layer with much higher solids concentration than the 
upflowing core region. 
Fig. 8a shows the establishment of a simulated flow picture that 
qualitatively resembles that derived from measurements in large-scale 
CFB boilers (for example, [21,60]). Thus, a wall layer with strong 
solids downflux and a core region with relatively low solids upflux and a 
rather flat horizontal profile are predicted (see Fig. 8a). From these 
profiles, the wall layer thickness can be evaluated as the location at 
which the time-averaged solids flux is zero (vertical lines in Fig. 8a). 
Note the increases in the wall layer thickness and solids downflux with 
time. 
Fig. 8b shows the development with time of the simulated horizontal 
profiles for the variance of the solids velocity fluctuations in the hori-
zontal direction. This is the parameter the spatial derivative of which 
governs the turbophoretic transport of solids [see Eq. (13)] [53]. It 
provides a more suitable explanation for the mass transfer of solids in the 
opposite direction than that given by the solids concentration gradient. 
The profiles in Fig. 8b are plotted with dashed lines, whereby the data 
obtained in the vicinity of the wall layer, but still in the core region 
(<30 mm), are plotted with thicker solid lines. From the latter solid 
segments, the local spatial derivative of the solids lateral velocity vari-
ance can be observed. It is clear that, despite the development of the wall 
layer in terms of thickness and solids flux with time, the cited spatial 
derivative at the core/layer boundary remains approximately constant 
(at a value of 0.166 [m/s2]), which is in line with the constant mass 
transfer coefficient with height observed from measurements in large- 
scale CFB boilers. The DNS simulations indicate that the assumption 
that turbophoresis is the underlying mechanism for the core-to-wall 
layer mass transfer is reasonable. The phenomenon of thermophoresis, 
i.e. the migration of particles due to a temperature gradient, is assumed 
neglectable for the conditions relevant to this work. This, since the size 
of bed the material in the furnace yield a single particle mass about 10 
orders of magnitude larger in comparison to particles shown to be 
affected by thermophoresis, e.g. soot and aerosols. 
4.3. Prediction of the core-to-layer mass transfer coefficient 
Based on the conclusion that the core-to-wall layer mass transfer 
governs the solids back-mixing in the transport zone of large-scale CFB 
furnaces and that this is based on a turbophoretic mechanism, the de-
pendency expression given by Eq. (26) can be used to describe the mass 
transfer coefficient. Since the solids flow in commercial CFB furnaces is 
assumed to be dominated by the strong fluctuations that originate from 
the bottom region of the boiler, creating large eddies [18], a propor-
tionality constant different to those used in Eqs. (14) and (15) is 
Fig. 7. Mass transport coefficients based on the measured K-values for each of the studied boilers.  
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expected. 
Combining the dependency expression for the deposition velocity 
derived from the Linton-Sherwood correlation [Eq. (19)] with the 
expression for Ds,lat provided by Palchonok and validated in Section 









Fitting the above expression to the mass transfer coefficients plotted 
in Fig. 7 (i.e., assuming perfect lateral mixing in the core region) yields a 
proportionality constant of C1 = 3.3*10-4. In addition, setting the gas 
properties to values typical for large-scale CFB combustion (here taken 





The agreement for the correlation of the core-to-wall layer solids 
transfer coefficient proposed in Eq. (28) to the experimentally-derived 
values with Eq. (26) is shown in Fig. 9. 
Combining Eqs. (26) and (28), the decay coefficient K can be written 
as: 




As shown, Eq. (29) yields an expression for the decay constant with a 
weak dependency on the single-particle velocity, which is in line with 
the data in Fig. 4. Furthermore, a slight inverse dependency on the unit 
size is obtained, in line with literature correlations that consider units of 
different size [7] [see Eq. (7)]. Fig. 10 shows the extents of agreement 
between the decay constants derived from experimental data and the 
different correlations proposed in the literature, including the one from 
this work [Eq. (29)]. The expression given in Eq. (29) yields an average 
difference with the measured values of 28%, which is to be compared 
with 280% for Eq. (6) [12], 86% for Eq. (17) used in Eq. (26) [30] and 
57% for Eq. (7) [7]. 
5. Conclusion 
The back-mixing of solids in the transport zone of large-scale CFB 
boilers is explored by combining modeling and experimental data from 
the literature, for 10 different large-scale CFB boilers. 
The literature data exhibit variability regarding the solids concen-
tration profile of the transport zone, including how the concentration 
falls off with height in the furnace (the decay coefficient K), which 
should be related to the low number of pressure taps in commercial CFB 
furnaces. 
Processing of the experimental decay coefficients reveals that back- 
mixing via the wall layers is the dominant solids back-mixing 
pathway, surpassing the back-mixing within the core region caused by 
solids clustering. 
Focusing on the back-mixing via the wall layers, the present study 
based on closures of a 3D mass balance modeling of the disperse solids in 
the core region shows that the core-to-wall layer mass transfer is the 
limiting (hence governing) transport mechanism, ahead of the much- 
faster lateral dispersion of solids within the core region. Thus, it 
Fig. 8. a) Development of the simulated solids flux profile with time. b) Variance of the lateral solids velocity fluctuations at different simulation times.  
Fig. 9. Comparison of correlated [Eq. (28)] and experimentally derived [Eq. (26)] values of the core-to-wall layer mass transfer coefficient, k.  
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should be reasonable to assume that the core region is characterized by 
perfect lateral mixing of the solids. Furthermore, the mass balance clo-
sures show that Pe-numbers < 26 are needed to provide values of the 
lateral dispersion coefficient that are capable of describing the back- 
mixing measured in large-scale units. 
The DNS simulations show that turbophoresis can be assumed to be 
the underlying mechanism describing the migration of solids from the 
core to the wall layer. 
We propose an Sh-expression for the core-to-wall layer transfer of 
solids, and show that turbophoretic expressions yield similar de-
pendencies. Based on this, an expression for the solids decay coefficient 
is proposed that yields better agreement with the experimental data 
from large-scale CFB furnaces than the correlations previously reported 
in the literature. 
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